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Introduction
Will go over

1) What is the BackgroundCategory tool

2) What do the different categories mean

3) Things to watch out for if you use the tool to select signal events

I will not cover how to access the tool in any great detail

For DecayTreeTuple users : use TupleToolMCBackgroundInfo, it will put 
the variable BKGCAT into your ntuple for the relevant particles

If you want to add this to your private ntuple : copy the example in 
TupleToolMCBackgroundInfo (it is a few very simple lines of code)

If you want to read the code, BackgroundCategory lives in 
DaVinciMCTools (in ANALYSIS)
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What is BackgroundCategory?
BackgroundCategory is a tool for classifying composite particles in 
simulated events as either signal, or a certain kind of background

It classifies those composite particles based on the properties of 
their final state products (more on this in a bit)

BackgroundCategory does NOT classify tracks or photons

This is done by other association tools which BackgroundCategory 
uses to classify the final state products in the decay
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How is the classification done?
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BackgroundCategory works by rejecting background hypotheses

=> If the candidate survives all tests, it is signal

=> If not, it is a certain kind of background

The background categories themselves are not, and cannot be, 
mutually exclusive. Hence they are tested in an order of priority, 
and the event is assigned a single category accordingly.



How is the classification done?
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BackgroundCategory works by rejecting background hypotheses

=> If the candidate survives all tests, it is signal

=> If not, it is a certain kind of background

The background categories themselves are not, and cannot be, 
mutually exclusive. Hence they are tested in an order of priority, 
and the event is assigned a single category accordingly.

The first order of priority is based on testing whether all final 
state tracks are matched to MC truth objects and come from the same 
true parent particle

1) Combinatorial backgrounds DO NOT satisfy this condition

2) Physical backgrounds (and signal) DO satisfy this condition



Warning
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The next couple of slides will be an extremely dry list of the 
various backgrounds and conditions for classification

These will be followed by some examples which will hopefully make 
the classification of various events clear(er)



Combinatorial backgrounds
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Priority Background name and code Description

1 Ghost (60) One or more of the final state tracks/clusters is not matched to any MC truth 
object (track/neutral)

2 Clone (63) One or more of the final state tracks/clusters are matched to the same MC truth 
object (track/neutral)

3 Hierarchy (66) One of the final state particles is combined with its own true parent

4 Pileup (100) The MC truth objects matched to the final state tracks come from two or more 
different primary vertices

5 Combinatorics (70/80)
At least one of the MC truth objects matched to the final state particle comes 
from a primary vertex. If all of the MC truth objects come from the same primary 
vertex, this is 80, else 70.

6 bbar (110) At least one of the MC truth objects matched to the final state particle comes 
from the decay of a beauty hadron.

7 ccbar (120) At least one of the MC truth objects matched to the final state particle comes 
from the decay of a charm hadron.

8 light quark (130) This is a combinatorial background and none of the above conditions are 
satisfied



Combinatorial backgrounds
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Priority Background name and code Description

1 Ghost (60) One or more of the final state tracks/clusters is not matched to any MC truth 
object (track/neutral)

2 Clone (63) One or more of the final state tracks/clusters are matched to the same MC truth 
object (track/neutral)

3 Hierarchy (66) One of the final state particles is combined with its own true parent

4 Pileup (100) The MC truth objects matched to the final state tracks come from two or more 
different primary vertices

5 Combinatorics (70/80)
At least one of the MC truth objects matched to the final state particle comes 
from a primary vertex. If all of the MC truth objects come from the same primary 
vertex, this is 80, else 70.

6 bbar (110) At least one of the MC truth objects matched to the final state particle comes 
from the decay of a beauty hadron.

7 ccbar (120) At least one of the MC truth objects matched to the final state particle comes 
from the decay of a charm hadron.

8 light quark (130) This is a combinatorial background and none of the above conditions are 
satisfied

Remember that each category negates its predecessors

The most important thing to remember is that ghosts have 
first priority : if a background contains a ghost, it is 
category 60. If not, it gets classified as something else.



How is a ghost classified?
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Ghosts are the highest priority background. They are classified by 
failing to match a final state particle to an MC truth object

What are the possible final state particles?

Electron
Photon (except conversions)
Muon
Pion
Kaon
Proton
Neutrino

What matching is used? 

For charged particles : the track associator, which requires 70% 
of the hits to match between the reconstructed and MC true tracks

For neutral particles : Calo2MCTool, requiring the MC particle to 
contribute at least 50% of the reconstructed cluster energy



Physical backgrounds
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Priority Background name and code Description

9 Low mass (50) 

All of the final state tracks/clusters are associated to an MC truth object with 
the correct particle ID (no misidentification), but the parent decay has not 
been fully reconstructed. Also, the true common parent must have a mass at most 
100 MeV above the mass of what we are trying to reconstruct.

10 Partially reco’ed (40) The parent decay has not been fully reconstructed and the low mass condition is 
not satisfied.

11 Reflection (30) One or more of the final state tracks/clusters are associated to an MC truth 
object with a different particle ID.

12 Fully reconstructed (20) The decay is correctly and fully reconstructed but the particle ID of the parent 
particle is mistaken.

13 Quasi-Signal (10) The decay is correctly and fully reconstructed but an intermediate resonance or 
particle is misidentified.

14 Signal (0) None of the previous conditions have been satisfied.



Examples of physical 
backgrounds



Our demonstrator decay
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This decay is what we are TRYING to reconstruct. In the following slides, all 
diagrams shown will be of the MC-truth parent of what we DID reconstruct.



Prerequisite to be a physical background
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If the classification got this far, it means that 

A) All the reconstructed final state tracks/clusters are associated 
to a true particle

B) All of the true particles found in step (1) share a common true 
parent particle



Prerequisite to be a physical background
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So the following are all in this category

* *

  
  

  

 

 -



Prerequisite to be a physical background
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If the classification got this far, it means that 

A) All the reconstructed final state tracks/clusters are associated 
to a true particle

B) All of the true particles found in step (1) share a common true 
parent particle

Is this signal or not now depends on two questions

1) Have all the final state particles been assigned the correct 
particle identification?

2) Do the topologies of the true parent and the reconstructed 
candidate match?



Is it fully reconstructed?
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A decay is fully reconstructed if the candidate and the top-level MC 
parent particle have the same number of final state particles

✔



Is it fully reconstructed?
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A decay is fully reconstructed if the candidate and the top-level MC 
parent particle have the same number of final state particles

✖

✔

*



Is it fully reconstructed?
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A decay is fully reconstructed if the candidate and the top-level MC 
parent particle have the same number of final state particles

✖

✔

*
Photon small print : photons below 
300 MeV of energy do not count as 
a missing particle. This cutoff 
can be adjusted in the tool.



Does it contain misidentification?
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A decay contains misidentification if at least one of the reconstructed 
final state particles is assigned the wrong particle ID hypothesis

✔



Does it contain misidentification?
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A decay contains misidentification if at least one of the reconstructed 
final state particles is assigned the wrong particle ID hypothesis

✔

✖
*



Multiple truth-matches
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Sometimes your final state object (track/cluster) will be matched to 
more than one true particle

In this case, the match which gives the “correct” PID will be taken 
by default. So if you reconstruct a track as a kaon, and it matches 
to both a kaon and a pion, this is NOT misidentification.

You can change this behaviour using the

MCmatchQualityPIDoverrideLevel (set to a number between 0 and 1)

option. 

If this variable is not 0, the MC particle which matches the greater 
number of reconstructed hits is taken unless the correct PID match 
matches more than this fraction of hits.

I.e. setting this to 0.8 means that the correct PID match must match 
at least 80% of hits, or be the best match, to be taken.



Low-mass or not?
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A low mass background isn’t fully reconstructed and doesn’t contain 
misidentification. It is likely to lie outside the signal mass window

* ✔



Low-mass or not?
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* ✔

* ✖

A low mass background isn’t fully reconstructed and doesn’t contain 
misidentification. It is likely to lie outside the signal mass window



Low-mass or not?
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* ✔

* ✖
In this case, missing the photon 
pushes the mass down, but 
misidentifying the pion pushes it 
back up, so this is not low mass.

A low mass background isn’t fully reconstructed and doesn’t contain 
misidentification. It is likely to lie outside the signal mass window



What about partially reco’ed signal?
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For semileptonic decays you can specify how many neutrinos can be 
ignored in the decay chain with the options

SemileptonicDecay   (set to TRUE)
NumNeutrinos        (set to the number to ignore)

You can also specify that you are reconstructing an inclusive decay 
via the option

InclusiveDecay      (set to TRUE)

In this case, as long as there is no misidentification and the parent 
particle is correctly identified, the reconstructed candidate will be 
called signal irrespective of how many particles are missed



Using 
BackgroundCategory 
to select signal



A common use case
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You would like to get the truthmatched signal candidates after 
reconstruction and selection in order to fit the signal mass 
lineshape in simulated events

Which background categories should you use? Anything above 60 is 
clearly background, but what about the others?

Let’s use the decay Bd!D+π- as an example now



Mass distributions for categories
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Let’s use the decay Bd!D+π- as an example now
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What categories should I use?
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Category 50 contains the radiative tail and must be included.
But category 60 also contains signal! Weren’t these ghosts?
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What is going on with these ghosts?
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The track associator requires 70% of the hits to match between the 
reconstructed track and the MC-truth particle.

Some badly reconstructed tracks fall outside this cutoff. Unfortunately there 
is no cutoff which is 100% efficient on signal and rejects all ghosts.

So now you have to choose :

Exclude category 60 --- the consequence is that you remove some badly 
reconstructed signal which probably has a worse mass resolution, so you will 
get an overoptimistic lineshape.

Include category 60 --- the consequence is that you have to model the real 
ghosts which will form a background to your signal events.

There is no RIGHT answer, it depends on your analysis, how sensitive you are 
to the lineshape, how you assign a systematic, etc.



Conclusion
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Background category is a tool to help you classify signal and 
background in simulated events

I’ve covered some common use cases, background types, and potential 
pitfalls. Slides 6 and 10 document the decision making process which 
results in a particle being assigned one category or another. You 
can find a flowchart on the next page which gives the same 
information in a more graphical format.

Are there any kinds of backgrounds which are not covered and which 
it would be useful to explicitly classify?




